Microchimerism and stem cell transplantation in multiple sclerosis.
Scientific advances have demonstrated that autoreactive cells are a component of the healthy immune repertoire. If we define autoimmunity as an active induction of autoreaction, the solution should be an active induction of self-tolerance, and may indicate the direction to explore the future therapies. Microchimerism (MC) refers to the presence of a limited number of nonhost cells in the body of an individual. These cells can enter via blood transfusion and organ transplantation or naturally through pregnancy. Chimeric cells engraft in the host body, develop, proliferate, and are accepted by the immune system as self. These include stem cells that enter the maternal body during fetal stages. These stem cells are also postulated to be helpful reservoirs in protecting the host body. MC has been considered a risk factor in autoimmune disease induction. However, today we know it is a natural phenomenon. MC can be considered a natural model of successful transplantation, the earliest engrafting cells being fetal mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs). MSCs have two notable features. They have an immunosuppressive quality when encountering the adoptive immune system and they display repair-inducing potential within damaged tissues. For the fetus, MC appears to be an effective factor in maternal tolerance induction toward the fetal graft and for the mother; these novel fetal cells might be useful in disease conditions occurring after pregnancy. Hematopoietic stem cell transplantation has become an accepted treatment option for both malignant and nonmalignant diseases and this unique procedure is now being investigated as a potential therapy for multiple sclerosis (MS). Due to the dichotomous properties of MSC, suppressing aggressive immune dysfunction while promoting damaged tissue repair, they may be appropriate therapy for MS.